ABOUT ARCHITECTURE AWARDS 2022
BUILD Magazine is thrilled to announce the return of the Architecture Awards for another
year! BUILD Magazine’s Architecture Awards programme continues to stand out as a core
component of the platform’s extensive awards programme portfolio with the ambition to
spotlight the incredible projects and works conducted by the world’s most innovative
designers and architects!
The Architecture Awards is open to everyone within the industry from interior designers &
renovators to refurbishment specialists and project managers! Whether you are a new to the
world of architecture or possess a thorough portfolio of experience operating for years,
everyone will be given the opportunity to receive recognition for their accomplishments.
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MM Interior Design Group assignments involve renovations and new construction, for both Residential and
Commercial projects. Services include concept development, floor plan layouts; AutoCAD drawings; 3D
renderings; and selections for finishes, furniture, and fixtures. MMIDG has been awarded many prestigious
American Society of Interior Design (ASID) “Excellence in Design Awards”. MMIDG has been headquartered
in Greensboro, NC since 1989, and their West Coast office is based in Denver CO.

BUILD’s Architecture Awards programme, year upon year, shines a light upon some of the best
architects around the globe. With a challenging time, over the past couple of years, architects are
making a huge comeback for the industry. Not only have they managed to weather the storm, but
they have exceeded all expectations given the tough situations they have found themselves in.
From restrictions to shortages of materials, the industry was hit hard. However, emerging from the
dirt, there is a plethora of individuals, teams, and projects that leave us in awe.
With regards to these brilliant masters of their trade, Awards Coordinator, Dean Taylor,
congratulates the winners: “As ever, the Architecture Awards’ aim is to highlight the true
perseverance and prestigious skill of those in the sphere. I am happy to celebrate these wins for
those changing the way we see and experience the industry. Proud to commemorate these
moments for each and every one of them, I want to wish them a very successful 2022 ahead.”

